Control theory as a conceptual framework for intensive care monitoring.
Monitoring patients hospitalized in hemato-oncology departments to undergo clinical protocols of therapy is a complex task. The main difficulty arises in the management of the oncology protocol as well as in the management of critical episodes of acute illness which frequently occur due to high toxicity of the used antimitotics. This problem of controlling a patient's condition can be conceptualized within the control theory paradigm as the task of controlling a process whose state changes over time and can deviate unacceptably from a normal range. Upon request of a French clinical department of hemato-oncology, we developed an intelligent patient monitor named SEPIA to assist clinicians in this task. Following the control theory analogy at the level of knowledge bases design, we have modeled the medical knowledge as control information to represent the medical actions, and state information is used as feedback control to characterize the patient's state. After a general presentation of SEPIA, the analogies between control theory actors and SEPIA's components are specified. The article then focuses on state variables representation. The data reduction process, activated as new data are given to the system, is described. A simulated running session is finally presented to illustrate the whole reasoning process.